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The Harlem Hellfighters: 
The Incredible Story 
Behind the Most Decorated 
US Regiment in WWI
Lawrence w. reed

In his commencement address at Washing-
ton, D.C.’s Howard University in June 1924, 
almost six years after World War I ended, 

President Calvin Coolidge paid tribute to 
African Americans who had fought in it:

“The colored people have repeatedly 
proved their devotion to the high ideals of 
our country. They gave their services in the 
war with the same patriotism and readi-
ness that other citizens did. The records

Continued on Page 2

An illustration of the Harlem Hellfighters in 
Séchault, France, in fall 1918, during the Meuse-
Argonne offensive, by H. Charles McBarron, Jr.

The Power of Forgiveness
Even on death row, one can choose happiness. 
Sunny Jacobs has been there, and made that choice.
catherine Yang

A
t age 28, Sunny Jacobs was sen-
tenced to death for a crime she 
didn’t commit and spent five 
of her 17 years on death row 
in solitary confinement. Her 

life was completely upended, her children 
were put into the foster care system, and 
it would take nearly two decades to ap-
peal her wrongfully convicted case. Yet 
somehow, she managed to unlock the key 
to healing and forgiveness, and found joy 
even while she was in solitary.

When other exonerees look at Jacobs, 
who now lives a contented life with her 
husband Peter Pringle and their pets in 

the idyllic Ireland countryside, it sparks 
a kind of hope.

It didn’t take long for people to begin 
reaching out to Jacobs, asking how they 
too could attain what she has.

“They want what we have. They see that 
we’ve been able to overcome all that and 
find happiness and healing and love,” Jacobs 
said. But forgiveness is the last thing on their 
minds.

“We have to ease into that conversa-
tion,” she said with a laugh. “Forgiveness?” 
they’ll ask in a tone of incredulous disgust. 
“It’s like the f-word.”

So she tells them this: “Forgiveness is a 
selfish act you do for yourself because no 
one else can do it for you. They can’t free 

you from what’s inside yourself.”
In fact, forgiveness is probably what most 

of us in the world need today, Jacobs said, 
as the pandemic has turned the world on 
its head and people are filled with anger, 
fear, confusion, and want someone to 
blame.

Sunny’s Story
Jacobs was a peace-loving mother of two 
young children who rescued and cared 
for animals, and didn’t know how anyone 
could imagine she could be capable of vio-
lent crime. Yet she found herself convicted 
of killing two police officers, and was put 
in a women’s maximum-security prison.

Her husband was likewise sentenced to 

death, and unlike Jacobs, his sentence nev-
er changed; he was executed in 1990. Their 
daughter was so young that she had no 
idea Jacobs was her mother, beyond being 
shown photos of her by her grandparents.

Yet Jacobs began her journey to forgive-
ness perhaps surprisingly early during 
her sentence, when she realized her life 
belonged to her.

“I got sick of myself. I was never an angry, 
fearful, confused person until I was stuck 
in a concrete rock, and I thought, ‘This is 
going to be the end of my life,’” she said. 
Then she thought, “I don’t have to let them 
make me miserable.”

Continued on Page5

In these times beset by 
anger, fear, and confusion, 

many people may be looking 
for someone to blame. And 
yet, forgiveness is probably 
what the world needs most 
today, according to Jacobs.
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of the selective draft show that somewhat 
more than 2,250,000 colored men were reg-
istered. The records further prove that, far 
from seeking to avoid participation in the 
national defense, they showed that they 
wished to enlist before the selective service 
act was put into operation, and they did not 
attempt to evade that act afterwards.”

American involvement in that Europe-
an calamity remains controversial to this 
day. Personally, I regard it as one of the two 
greatest foreign policy blunders since the 
dawn of the 20th century (the other being 
the Iraq War of 2003). However, one can 
oppose the decisions of politicians and still 
admire the battlefield valor of those who 
carried them out.

When Woodrow Wilson and Congress 
committed America to the war in April 1917, 
the country’s black citizens could right-
fully ask (and some did), “What’s in it for 
us?” Wilson said America must “make the 
world safe for democracy” but right here at 
home, democracy was all too often denied 
to blacks. Wilson himself regarded them as 
second-class citizens. He promoted segre-
gation throughout the federal government 
and turned a blind eye to discrimination by 
state and local governments.

Nonetheless, African Americans went to 
war, many of them hoping they might de-
feat both Germans abroad and racism at 
home if they proved themselves in battle. 
Coolidge’s high praise was richly earned, 
and no contingent of African Americans 
deserved it more than the U.S. Army’s 369th 
Infantry, a volunteer regiment known as the 
Harlem Hellfighters.

Where did their nickname come from? 
Harlem (in New York City) was home to 
many of the enlistees. No one seems sure, 
but it was either the French or the Germans 
who first referred to them as Hellfight-
ers because of the fierceness with which 
they fought. And none fought more fero-
ciously than Henry Johnson. On one night 
in the Argonne Forest, Johnson endured 
21 wounds as he killed four Germans in 
hand-to-hand combat and rescued a fel-
low American—all in a matter of minutes. 
An entire platoon of 28 German soldiers 
scattered and fled at the sight of Johnson’s 
prowess.

Formed from a New York National Guard 
unit, the men of the 369th learned basic 
military practices at Camp Whitman, New 
York, before being sent to Camp Wadsworth 
in Spartanburg, South Carolina, for combat 
training. They weren’t welcomed by many of 
the locals there, and some were subjected to 
discrimination and vile epithets for no more 
reason than their color. In December 1917, 
they were shipped to France where they 
expected to see action on the front lines.

Their high spirits were quickly dashed 
when it became apparent the Army didn’t 
want to deploy them for anything other 
than manual labor, far from the fighting. 

The Harlem Hellfighters: The 
Incredible Story Behind the Most 
Decorated US Regiment in WWI
Continued from Page 1

Even the rifles they brought with them were 
confiscated by U.S. Army officials.

The commander of the American Expedi-
tionary Force, Gen. John J. Pershing, was re-
luctant to commit any U.S. troops to the front 
until he felt he had assembled them in suffi-
cient numbers to ensure victory. The French, 
meanwhile, were desperate for manpower. 
Finally bowing to French pressure, Pershing 
gave them the 369th. While some regarded 
black troops as expendable, they ultimately 
proved themselves indispensable.

Consider this amazing record of the Har-
lem Hellfighters: No American unit experi-
enced more time in combat than they did—
no less than 191 days under fire. They never 
lost an inch of ground. The enemy never 
captured a single of their number. They 
suffered the highest casualty rate of any 
U.S. regiment. None deserted. The grate-
ful French bestowed their highest military 
honor, the Croix de Guerre, upon the entire 
regiment. Many individuals of the regiment 
received the U.S. Army’s second-highest 
award, the Distinguished Service Cross. 
Posthumously, Henry Johnson received 
America’s Medal of Honor in 2015. The 
369th ended up as the most decorated U.S. 
regiment of the war.

Another distinguishing feature of the Har-
lem Hellfighters was their band, the largest 
and best known of any regiment. Its leader 
was James Reese Europe, whose enlistment 
in 1917 proved to be a boon for recruitment. 
He was one of America’s best-known black 
musicians and others such as Noble Sissle, 
who became Europe’s lieutenant and lead 
vocalist, were eager to serve with him.

Europe’s band was extremely popular 
with the French, even when Europe intro-
duced his own arrangement of “La Mar-
seillaise,” France’s national anthem. The 
Hellfighters’ band brought both jazz and 
ragtime music to France, where nobody 
had heard either before.

James Reese Europe was tragically mur-
dered in May 1919 by a disgruntled band 
member. Sissle went on to great fame in 
music and stage. He formed a life-long 
partnership with black musician Eubie 
Blake. The musical that the two of them 
produced in 1921, “Shuffle Along,” ran for 
more than 500 performances on Broadway 
and is credited with igniting the magnifi-
cent flowering of culture we know as the 
Harlem Renaissance.

No story of the Harlem Hellfighters, which 
I encourage readers to explore through the 
links provided below, would be complete 
without a mention of a white man, Col. Wil-
liam Hayward, a native of Nebraska. Hay-
ward served as the regiment’s commander 
from its inception. He was a champion of 
black soldiers and loved by his men, in 
whom Hayward never lost faith. He was 

an unwavering defender of equal rights for 
all colors. When the 369th returned to New 
York in 1919, it was Hayward (not Wilson 
or Pershing) who ensured there would be 
a massive parade to welcome them. That 
reception by cheering throngs in the streets 
of New York was a glorious moment of racial 
harmony.

No matter what you think about America 
entering World War I, and no matter what 
color your skin, you can celebrate the he-
roic Harlem Hellfighters. They were among 
the best.

For Additional Information, See:
“James Reece Europe and the Hellfighters” 
(video) from part 2 of Ken Burns’ “Jazz”

“The Harlem Hellfighters” (video) from 
the History Channel

“The Harlem Hellfighters’ Great War” 
(video) from IMDb TV

“Harlem Hellfighters 369th Infantry” 
from A&E (video)

“The Harlem Hellfighters: When Pride 
Met Courage” by Walter Dean Myers and 
Bill Miles

“The Hellfighters of Harlem” by Bill Harris
“Harlem’s Hellifighters: The African-

American 369th Infantry in World War I” by 
Stephen L. Harris

“The Harlem Hellfighters” (novel) by Max 
Brooks

“One Hundred Years Ago, the Harlem 
Hellfighters Bravely Led the U.S. Into World 
War I” by Erick Trickey

Lawrence W. Reed is FEE’s president emeri-
tus, Humphreys Family senior fellow, and 
Ron Manners global ambassador for Lib-
erty, having served for nearly 11 years as 
FEE’s president (2008-2019). He is the author 
of the 2020 book, “Was Jesus a Socialist?” as 
well as “Real Heroes: Incredible True Sto-
ries of Courage, Character, and Conviction” 
and “Excuse Me, Professor: Challenging the 
Myths of Progressivism.” His website is Law-
renceWReed.com

This article was originally  
published on FEE.org

Some of the soldiers 
of the 369th Infantry 
Regiment (known as the 
15th New York National 
Guard Regiment) who 
were awarded the 
French Croix de Guerre 
for gallantry in action, 
1919. (L-R) Front 
row: Pvt. Ed Williams, 
Herbert Taylor, Pvt. 
Leon Fraitor, Pvt. Ralph 
Hawkins. Back row: 
Sgt. H. D. Prinas, Sgt. 
Dan Storms, Pvt. Joe 
Williams, Pvt. Alfred 
Hanley, Cpl. T. W. Taylor.

The 369th Infantry 
Regiment band played 
jazz for American 
wounded in the 
courtyard of a Paris 
hospital in 1918.

The 369th 
Infantry 
was the first 
New York 
regiment to 
parade as 
veterans of 
the Great 
War.
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A conversation 
with country singer 

Kimberly Dawn

‘Great Men and Women Don’t Just Flare Into Existence, They Are Made’

Dear Next Generation,
My late father gave me this pithy 
advice while in college, and it has 
stuck with me some 70 years: 

“Don’t tell me about your I.Q. Show me 
your ‘I did!’”

— Christopher J. Hoey
Florida

Let me begin by telling you some things 
about me and my family. I am 72 years 
old (older than I’ve ever been). I have six 
children, five girls and one boy. There were 
times when I thought that might be three 
more than I could afford! They are all won-
derful people, hard-working, trying to do 
their best. Their lives, like most people’s, 
have not been free of challenges and diffi-
culties, and I am certain there may be more 
to come.

I must say, however, that so far they have 
been resilient and have persisted in doing 
good, something that, for a parent, is price-
less! My wife passed away from cancer just 
over a year ago. She was an awesome artist; 
her work is in many places, even Europe. She 
was a class act and a classy lady for sure. I 
have a brother (four years older than me) 
who was killed in a tragic accident when 
34 years old. He left his wife and five little 
boys (the oldest being 12) to go on without 
him. I have three sisters, one younger and 
two older. My youngest and older sister have 
both died of cancer. Fortunately, their chil-
dren were grown when this occurred.

I am not writing about my family to draw 
attention to them or myself. Many people 
have had more difficulties than we have. 

My purpose here is to help the next genera-
tion realize that bad things happen to good 
people, life sometimes deals bad cards, and 
sometimes life just isn’t fair. Don’t think 
that your life will be free of adversity—it 
won’t! Also don’t fall into the trap (so of-
ten laid by society) that your problems are 
always someone else’s fault, even though 
sometimes they are. If you always think that 
your problems are caused by someone else, 
you aren’t likely to fix them. Sometimes you 
have to look in the mirror to see what’s 
wrong! It is wrong to want to never have 
obstacles or challenges, because these are 
what make us better! The only way a person 
can become good at climbing mountains is 
to climb them. To become good at solving 
problems, you must work at solving them. 
You see, success is not in never falling, but 
in rising every time you fall!

The only people who don’t make mistakes 
are the ones who do nothing, and you must 
realize what the real danger in doing noth-
ing is—that is, if you do it a lot you’ll get good 
at it! I once heard a wise man say: “Don’t just 
be good. Be good for something.” Good ad-
vice for us all. A wise man also said, “There is 
never a right time to do the wrong thing and 
never a wrong time to do the right thing.”

Each generation has the ability to solve the 
problems of its time. For the next generation, 
you are no exception—you can do it! Great 
men and women don’t just flare into exis-
tence. They are made; they suffer losses and 
setbacks, experience adversity, deal with dif-
ficulties; they are tested! Finally, may I take 
a quote from the author G. Michael Hopf: 
“Hard times create strong men. Strong men 
create good times. Good times create weak 
men. And weak men create hard times.”

— Richard Nicholas
Utah

Much is made of “self-esteem” in schools, 
and policies are formulated to ostensibly 
promote it, including forbidding the use of 
certain words, no grading systems, everyone 
gets a prize, and so forth.

However, these policies in fact have the 
opposite effect. True self-esteem is built by 
true learning; mastering a task, skill, or body 
of knowledge; being held to an objective 
standard; and being recognized and or 
rewarded for proficiency and expertise.

When a child is recognized by his or her 
parents, teachers, and peers as possessing 
a skill or ability, whether it be in reading, 
music, sports, etc., the child acquires a 
feeling of confidence in that particular 
sphere. The more knowledge, skills, and 
abilities acquired, the more self-esteem 
and self-confidence develop. The child 
grows into an adult more capable of deal-
ing with life’s inevitable ups and downs 
than one whose “feelings” have been pro-
tected from “hurt,” whether real or imag-
ined, and the one from whom nothing was 
ever expected or required.

The former child, more than the latter, 
grows into an adult who can say: “I can do 
that,” “I can handle that,” and “I can cope 
with that,” whatever “that” may be. Once 
earned, self-esteem endows the child, and 
later the adult, with a strong sense of self 
whose core beliefs in right and wrong are 
more resilient to undermining or attack 
by negative influences. A less certain, less 
secure individual is more easily swayed by 
that which is wrong or ultimately harmful.

More often than not, evil is disguised 
and presented to our children as some-
thing good and desirable, when in truth it 
is just the opposite. Self-esteem and self-
confidence better enable them to trust their 
own beliefs and judgment.

True self-esteem also begets self-reliance. 
It is the self-reliant individual who assumes 
personal responsibility for choices and ac-
tions. When the individual knows that his 
or her choices and actions are based on 
what they know to be right, they are more 
able to withstand attacks upon those choic-
es and actions. Those seeking to promote 
what is wrong often do so by belittling, hu-
miliating, or in some way harming those 
who refuse to give in. Ergo, cancel culture.

It is the individual who possesses true 
self-esteem and self-confidence who is 
more able to stand fast when under at-
tack. In these troubled times, the ability 
to stand up for what is right and true is 
more important than ever.

And that core self-esteem will never 
be built by removing standards and ex-
pectations.

— Pat Maru
Alberta, Canada

What advice would you like to give to the 
younger generations?

We call on all of our readers to share the time-
less values that define right and wrong, and 
pass the torch, if you will, through your wis-
dom and hard-earned experience. We feel that 
the passing down of this wisdom has dimin-
ished over time, and that only with a strong 
moral foundation can future generations 
thrive.

Send your advice, along with your full name, 
state, and contact information to NextGenera-
tion@epochtimes.com or mail it to: 

Next Generation, The Epoch Times, 229 W. 
28th St., Floor 7, New York, NY 10001

BARBARA DANZA

LA-based singer Kimberly Dawn’s new-
est country music single, “93,” is a nos-
talgic look back at the pre-smartphone 
age of the ’90s when times were simpler 
and worries few. It speaks to any gen-
eration who harken back to the good 
old days.

Dawn’s career has taken a different 
path than the typical music star, be-
ginning after the birth of her fourth 
child—her children are now 15, 17, 20, 
and 22—proving it’s never too late to 
follow a dream. I asked about her experi-
ence and for her advice to other moms 
with a big dream.

The Epoch Times: When did you first 
dream of becoming a musician?

Kimberly Dawn: When I was 4 years old, 
I remember seeing the movie “Grease.” I 

was so fascinated by that movie.

The Epoch Times: You began piano and 
guitar lessons after the birth of your 
fourth child. What inspired you to take 
that leap at that point in your life?

Ms. Dawn: I took up piano lessons 
after the birth of my fourth child 
because I was feeling this pull 
back into music. I didn’t know 
at that moment that I was go-
ing to jump 100 percent back 
into that world but I knew that 
piano brought peace to me. I 
actually started taking guitar 
lessons about a year ago. 
I’ve always loved the gui-
tar, and since I’ve been 
playing piano for so 
many years, I thought, 
now is the time for me to 
pick up another instru-
ment, and I’m having a 
lot of fun learning the 
guitar as well.

The Epoch Times: How 
did you hone your craft 
and begin your career 
while managing the de-
mands of motherhood?

Ms. Dawn: I will tell you it has been a 
juggling act. It hasn’t always been easy. 
I am very blessed because I have a hus-
band who has been completely support-
ive of my career and so we tag-team with 
schedules. I definitely would say in the 

past five years I’ve been able to dive in 
even deeper into music. I will leave for 
Nashville for a week each month. It’s def-
initely getting easier for me to leave the 
family when I need to, now that they’re 
getting older. It obviously was very hard 
when they were younger because as a 

mom I just wanted to make sure that 
I was always present. I still plan 

my schedule around my family, 
because at the end of the day, 
my family does come first.

The Epoch Times: What was 
the most challenging part of 

embarking on a new career as 
a busy mom?

Ms. Dawn: It was a lot of 
balancing my schedule 
with my family sched-
ule. With the kids being 
in school and all the ex-
tracurricular activities, 
it was a lot for me. If I 
had rehearsals or a show 
I was relying on a lot of 
different people to step 
in to help with the kids. 
There’s a lot of mom guilt 
that comes with that. 
I’ve always tried to make 

sure that I was there for the important 
things. Sometimes I would miss out on 
a dance show or a baseball game. That 
was hard. My kids know that Mom is a 
musician and sometimes I am working 
and I couldn’t be there. I feel like they 
are understandable most of the time.

I don’t think there is a right or wrong 
way to go about following your passion 
in the music business. I will say, for many 
years I was hard on myself because I felt 
like I did everything backward. I got 
married and I had my kids and then I 
started really pursuing my music career. 
As I look back at it, I was always doing 
music. It just took until I had all my kids 
to realize that’s really what I wanted to 
continue doing, so essentially I just put 
my dreams on hold for a period of time 
and then went back to pursuing them.

The Epoch Times: What is your life like 
now as you juggle it all?

Ms. Dawn: Life right now is still very 
hectic and busy. We’re living in a differ-
ent time right now especially with kids 
doing school remotely. I am home a lot 
right now too because everything has 
been shut down. I’m writing on Zoom 
versus being in a room with writers. I’m 
doing virtual shows. So cooking dinner 
and then excusing myself to go put on 
a show in my studio is the new norm in 
our home.

The Epoch Times: What advice would 
you give other moms who have a big 
dream that they’ve put on the back 
burner?

Ms. Dawn: I would tell any mom out 
there that any dream that she has, to go 
after it. You’re never too old or too young 
to do what you want to do. You will never 
succeed if you don’t try.

A Kindergarten Friendship Blooms
LOUISE BEVAN

Kate, a stay-at-home mom who lives in 
Colorado with her kids and husband, 
Steve, is continually inspired by their 
three children, all of whom have special 
needs.

Having struggled with judgment from 
others toward her kids, Kate was touched 
when a little girl at her son Nicholas’s 
kindergarten took a shine to him.

The little girl, said Kate, “likes him just 
the way he is.”

Nicholas, aged 5, and the little girl, 
whom Kate calls “E” to protect her pri-
vacy, met in kindergarten in 2020. “They 
like to play outside together,” Kate wrote 
on her blog, This Special Journey. “They 
like to sit by each other in school. They 
even like to hold hands.”

But theirs isn’t a typical friendship, 
Kate reflected. Owing to Nicholas’s au-

tism, it is one of inclusion, acceptance, 
and kindness.

While Nicholas spends much of his 
day in various therapies or learning life 
skills, he joins the general education kin-
dergarteners for morning circle every 
day. The kids read, dance, play, and sing 
songs together.

E, a member of this class, always sits 
beside Nicholas. Even though Nicholas 
can’t talk, E chats away to him happily, 
understanding that he can’t answer back.

“She wants to be friends with him even 
though he is different from her,” said Kate. 
“She doesn’t treat him any less because 
he has autism ... it melts my heart to see 
somebody accept my son for who he is.”

Nicholas adores E, she said.
Praising her son’s friend for her “beau-

tiful heart,” Kate reached out to the little 
girl’s mom to thank her for raising such a 
thoughtful child. Apparently, E is equally 
smitten, talking about Nicholas at home 
“all the time.”

As the children’s kindergarten moved 
into remote learning in the fall, Nicholas 
and E were unable to see each other in 
person. However, their parents orches-
trated online playdates; Nicholas still gets 
excited to see E on the computer screen, 
said Kate.

“He knows who she is and understands 
she’s his friend,” she explained. “He made 

a card for her on her birthday.”
As a mother to children with special 

needs, Kate expressed thanks for her son 
being included at school and for E’s kind-
ness and friendship.

“I’m grateful E has parents that taught 
her what it means to accept people who 
are different from her,” she said. “E has 
given me hope for my son’s future.”

Wanting to share her experience of par-
enting kids with special needs, Kate also 
manages This Special Journey’s Face-
book and Instagram pages as a resource 
for any families going through a similar 
situation.

On Jan. 15, Kate posted photos of Nicho-
las and E back together again, sitting side 
by side in kindergarten class. “Reunited!” 
she wrote.

Share your stories with us at emg.in-
spired@epochtimes.com, and continue to 
get your daily dose of inspiration by sign-
ing up for the Epoch Inspired newsletter 
at TheEpochTimes.com/newsletter

Nicholas and his friend E.

It’s Never   
Too Late to  
Dream Big

COURTESY OF THIS SPECIAL JOURNEY

DEAR NEXT GENERATION:

➜ Advice from our readers  
to our young people

I just put my 
dreams on hold for 

a period of time 
and then went 

back to pursuing 
them.

Kimberly Dawn
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Swimming 100 Miles  
for the American Legion

ANDREW THOMAS

S
ocial distancing and lockdown 
measures have made charitable 
functions such as marathons, ga-
las, and other fundraising events 
more difficult, if not impossible 

to hold. At the same time, the financial 
needs of nonprofit organizations haven’t 
gone anywhere. Fortunately, the good Sa-
maritans among us haven’t stopped caring. 
Charlie Parker of Murrieta, California, is 
one of them. He is 75 years old and largely 
bound to his wheelchair—but that didn’t 
stop him from swimming 100 miles for his 
fellow veterans.

Parker joined the U.S. Navy on April 21, 
1967, and was an anti-submarine warfare 
technician until he left the Navy in 1971. 
During his service, he earned the Navy 
Commendation Medal for saving a child’s 
life in San Diego. He continues to give back 
and joined the American Legion in August 
2020 in an effort to help veterans and do 
good in his community.

A Need to Serve
After a series of accidents, Parker devel-
oped a condition known as bilateral drop 
foot, which necessitated braces on his feet. 
He can now walk short distances, but most 
of the time, he requires a wheelchair. De-

spite his condition, he is also the primary 
caregiver for his wife, who suffered a stroke 
in 2016. Nevertheless, Parker still felt a need 
to serve.

He wanted to participate in the 100 Miles 
for Hope campaign organized by the Amer-
ican Legion, the country’s largest veterans 
service organization, to raise money for 
the organization’s Veteran’s and Children’s 
Foundation, which helps military fami-
lies who are struggling with the pandemic, 
natural disasters, and unemployment.

But he knew he would have to get creative.
“I thought to myself, ‘I can do that, but 

I can’t walk it. I can’t run it. I can’t jog it. 
I can’t ride a bicycle, but I can swim 100 
miles in 100 days,” Parker said.

In early August, Parker started swim-
ming at least a mile a day five days a week. 
As a result of his injuries, he swam using 
only his arms with a float between his 
legs. He knew that swimming the dis-
tance would be an unusual feat, and he 
wanted to set an example for people to 
both exercise and become more involved 
in the community. A sign on the back of 
his wheelchair alerted others to the chal-
lenge, and he even had “100 Miles” shaved 
on his head to raise awareness and funds 
for disabled veterans.

Parker has been a passionate swimmer 
since he was a kid. When he was in second 

grade, he suffered from rheumatic fever. 
While other kids played basketball and 
football, he found himself on the side-
lines.

His mother, who worked as a lifeguard 
during the summers at their community 
pool, taught him how to swim, and earned 
his Red Cross junior lifesaving badge. In 
high school, he taught swimming at his 
local YMCA and swam and competed.

“I’ve always been more of a long-term 
endurance swimmer rather than sprint-
er,” Parker said.

“During the course of my life, I’ve swum 
a little over 6,000 miles, which is actually 
equivalent to going from San Diego to Ho-
nolulu back to east of Denver, Colorado.”

Despite the total amount of miles he’s 
completed in his lifetime, his wife isn’t 
very impressed, Parker joked.

He finished his 100-mile swim chal-
lenge on Oct. 30, 2020. With the exception 
of the lift chair at the pool not functioning 
on occasion, the challenge went smoothly.

The feat took him a total of 89 days, and 
he completed the challenge with 11 days 
to spare.

To the best of his knowledge, he is the 
only person to swim the American Le-
gion’s 100-mile challenge.

The week before completing his swim, 
he also participated in a walk to end Al-
zheimer’s and was joined by about 40 
people in the community.

“I’ve got an amazing group of friends 
that support me in almost anything I do. 
I always say I don’t have friends, really, 
I just have people that follow me out of 
morbid curiosity to see what I’m going to 
do next,” Parker said.

Parker’s original goal was to raise money 
for and awareness of the plight of disabled 
veterans. Knowing that approximately 20 
veterans commit suicide every day mo-
tivated him greatly to bring attention to 
veterans’ issues, and being able to help 
even just a little brought him immense 
satisfaction.

Charlie Parker has had a lifelong passion for swimming. He calculates that he has swum over 6,000 miles so far over the course of his life.

U.S. Navy veteran Charlie Parker.  

Charlie Parker, 75, lives in Murrieta, Calif.

Parker, who requires a wheelchair most of the time, is also the primary caretaker for his wife. 
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Unable to walk long distances, Charlie Parker found another 
way to take on the challenge to benefit fellow veterans
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Jacobs said that first, she realized she had a 
choice between hope and hopelessness, and 
then she consciously chose hope. Her belief 
in God had dwindled upon her sentencing 
but she revisited that choice, too, “because 
without God it really is pretty hopeless,”  
she said.

She decided that, since she was for once 
without housework to do and had plenty of 
time, she was going to use this time to work 
on her spiritual self. She read her Bible, and 
when she had 30 minutes of television time, 
she turned to a yoga program.

“There was a process, and it begins with, 
I’m a spirit here on my journey. That was 
the only way I could come to terms with 
my circumstances. I was a spirit here on 
my journey, and this was part of what I was 
here to learn,” she said. “And I had to get 
out of my own way in order to do that. And 
if I started to see myself as a spirit here on 
my journey I had to also see the jailers as a 
spirit on their journey, that was their jour-
ney for some reason, and the judge, and the 
prosecutor and the people in my trial, and 
the killer. All here on our journeys, to learn 
whatever it is we’re here to learn.”

“And so, I was able to what I now call for-
give them, it was basically just a willingness 
to let go of all the other stuff, the anger, the 
resentment, and all the rest, because I now 
saw them as spirits here on their journey. 
And that was also the path to self-forgive-
ness as well.”

Jacobs’s routine of yoga, meditation, and 
prayer allowed her to clear her mind, body, 
and spirit and connect to something greater. 
And in that process, she discovered more 
freedom than she ever had. It’s a process that 
she’s discovered can serve nearly anyone 
well, anywhere.

Finding Forgiveness
After five years in solitary on death row, Ja-
cobs had her first appeal, and her sentence 
was changed from death to life, and she sub-
sequently moved to the general population 
of the prison, where she was the happiest 
prisoner in prison. But finding forgiveness 
isn’t a one-time cure-all. While Jacobs was 
imprisoned, her parents died in a plane 
crash. It was the worst day of her life; she 
was orphaned, and her children were effec-
tively orphaned and sent to foster care after 
which visits with them ended. Forgiveness is 
a process and it is ongoing, especially when 
something as large as a wrongful conviction 
has such ripple effects.

After Jacobs’s exoneration, she eventually 
got involved with humans rights advocacy 
and became an activist against the death 
penalty. Speaking on this topic brought her 
to Ireland, where people kept asking her, 
“Have you met Peter Pringle?”

She knew nothing about him but reached 
out and invited him to her talk, after which 
she found out he had been wrongfully con-
victed and sentenced to death before being 
exonerated.

Jacobs asked how he got through it, and he 
said, “yoga, meditation, and prayer.”

During that first meeting, they had a three-
hour conversation about forgiveness, and 
when they met again the next time Jacobs 
visited Ireland, they started to date. The 
couple is now married and split their time 
between Ireland and the United States, and 
together run the Sunny Center Foundation, 
where they teach other exonerees to heal, 
house them, and help connect them with 
services.

New Set of Troubles
There are organizations that help free 
wrongfully convicted prisoners, but the help 
most often ends with freedom, whereas the 
problems don’t. “It just opens up a whole 
other set of problems for which you are not 
prepared,” she said.

Jacobs adds that exonerees for good reason 
feel like they can’t tell anyone about what 
they suffered, because no one else would 
truly understand. It is truly a unique com-
bination of bad circumstances.

For instance, Jacobs went into prison in her 
20s; she was a mother, a wife, and a daugh-
ter. When she left, she was 45 years old, a 
widow, an orphan, and a grandmother to a 
little girl she had never met, and incapable 
of getting hired with her work record. And 
technologically, the world had changed 
drastically. She didn’t relate to anyone.

And, unlike people who are released af-
ter completing their sentences, exonerees 
are not entitled to the same housing, jobs, 
mental health, and other services meant for 
released prisoners.

“That just seems upside-down,” said Ja-
cobs, who has done advocacy in this area 

as well as started to expand her foundation 
to provide some of these services, including 
through the Sunny Living Center in Tampa, 
Florida.

Fortunately, Jacobs left prison with a drive 
to share with the world the techniques that 
got her through her ordeal. Since no one 
would hire her, she started teaching yoga; it 
got her through prison and it would get her 
by outside of prison.

She also started speaking about her story, 
and realized people anywhere and every-
where could face injustice too, and needed 
forgiveness in their lives—even her own 
children, whose lives were upended with 
Jacobs’s sentencing.

“There’s the wrongness that has been done 
to yourself, there is this spillover effect on 
your entire family, your mother, your father; 
if one is fortunate enough to have children 
before it happened, the effect on the chil-
dren is devastating,” she said.

“It requires forgiveness of the people in the 
system that participated in your wrongful 
conviction, it requires forgiveness of your 
friends or family who maybe didn’t believe 
in you or just didn’t stay in touch with you 
because they were ashamed or whatever, it 
requires forgiveness of the people in prison 
while you were there who made life difficult, 
guards, prisoners. It requires forgiveness 
for the loss of your health, physical health, 
mental health.”

There is also the forgiveness of yourself, 
Jacobs said, which sometimes comes last 
because people don’t realize it’s needed yet, 
and because it can be so much harder to 
forgive yourself sometimes.

“But forgiveness is key,” Jacobs said. “You 
can get compensation, you can finally end 
up with money, you can finally end up with 
services ... but still in all, if you don’t find a 
way to forgive, that is going to underlie and 
eventually overshadow your whole life, be-
cause it’s like a dark shadow that you carry 
around.”

A Beautiful Transformation
A few years ago, a lawyer connected Jacobs 
and Pringle with an exoneree who, though 
free, wasn’t doing well, Jacobs said. They 
invited him to stay with them at their two-
bedroom cottage in Ireland, out in the rural 
countryside, for one month. It was cathar-
tic; they could relate to him and he could 
speak freely, and they helped him discover 
a sense of identity beyond his past, beyond 
“exoneree.”

That became the beginning of the Sunny 
Center Foundation. Over the years, many 
exonerees from all around the world have 
stayed with the couple and found healing, 
identity, and forgiveness, a space of empa-
thy, sharing, and grace.

When they stay with Jacobs and Pring-
le, they become part of the family for the 
month. “We ask them to choose some sort of 
contribution on a daily basis that they could 
make,” she said. It could be walking the dog, 
or doing the dishes, or feeding the chickens.

“You have to become part of the family, 
because a lot of people, they came so young 
they really had no kind of idea what it was 
like to really be part of a family, as a child 
but not as a grownup. And a lot of their fam-
ily experience wasn’t great anyway, which 
was what made them vulnerable in the first 
place.”

The first week, all Jacobs and Pringle do 
is listen.

“It’s finally a chance, an opportunity, for 
people to unburden themselves,” she said. 
“You don’t have to pretend everything is 
OK, you don’t have to pretend that you’re 
not scared to go into a building with a lot 
of people in it.”

“Things you wouldn’t tell anyone else—

and why would you tell them? They wouldn’t 
understand.”

“You can say, ‘I have a panic attack when 
I go into a public place,’ you can say ‘I’m not 
comfortable using the stove because I’m 
afraid I’m going to burn the house down,’ you 
can say ‘I’m not comfortable around women 
because my case revolved around some-
thing that happened to women,’” she said. 
“You can say these things to us, because they 
know that we know—we’ve been there. “

“There’s nothing to be ashamed of, you 
don’t have to hide,” she said. “They just start 
talking and things will come out.”

During the course of the stay, Jacobs says 
they also work with volunteers, typically 
young women, who teach people how to 
socialize all over again. This is a crucial step 
and a lifeline.

“When people first get out, they are iso-
lated,” she said. “They’re isolated by their 
financial situation—you can’t afford to go 
anywhere, you can’t even afford to go to a 
movie. You are isolated also by your social 
standing.” She says Pringle puts it this way: 
when you first get out, you don’t have any-
thing in common with people on the outside.

“You have nothing to talk about with them. 
They’re talking about their job and their 
home and their vacation and their kids, if 
you’ve just got out of prison you don’t have 
anything to talk about, and all they want to 
know is, ‘How was it in prison?’ that sepa-
rates you further, it doesn’t connect you,” 
she said. “And gosh, how are you going to 
date? You don’t have any money, you don’t 
have any nice clothes, you can’t take any-
body anywhere, how are you going to meet 
anybody? Where are you going to go?”

“So we first let them talk, and that’s where 
we find out the areas where they need our 
guidance,” she said.

The second week, they start to share. Jacobs 
and Pringle tell their own stories and share 
what worked for them because no one else 
can really give that advice, such as recon-
necting with adult children who might have 
felt betrayed when they were left as young 
children, how to build relationships again, 
how to feel comfortable in the world again. 
They learn how to work together by working 
with Pringle and how to cook by preparing 
meals with Jacobs.

“And always with animals,” Jacobs said. 
They have a dog, cat, chickens, geese, and 
they used to have goats when they had the 
space. “That’s a chance to experience uncon-
ditional love, you know? Love, to be able to 

open yourself up to that without fear of being 
let down or hurt, and that was a huge thing.”

Then, when they’ve eased into it, they share 
their own processes of forgiveness, because 
though the end goal may be the same, the 
process is uniquely individual.

“Things don’t always work out the way 
you want, and you have to be OK with that,”  
she said.

With forgiveness, healing, identity, and 
connection, they are different people when 
they leave than who they were when they 
arrived. They hold themselves straighter, 
they smile, they look people in the eye, have 
hobbies, friends, and hopes and dreams. 
They’ve realized they choose how they live, 
and have chosen forgiveness over victim-
hood, and hope over hopelessness.

“It has been beautiful to see the transfor-
mations,” Jacobs said. “We’ve never had 
anybody who didn’t change.”

Within Your Control
After their first guest, Jacobs said they real-
ized that despite all the healing he had done 
while staying with them, months after going 
home “the pixie dust wore off,” because these 
people were still living poverty-stricken lives 
where no one would hire them, they could 
not access services, and were socially isolat-
ed. At the beginning, Jacobs tried to follow up 
with each person regularly by phone herself, 
but when the number of alumni grew to 10, 
20, then dozens, it was no longer feasible.

A supporter of the couple’s work suggested 
they create a foundation, and after that they 
hired an outreach coordinator to follow up 
with people in the United States.

The foundation continues to grow, and it 
has all been a learning process, Jacobs said, 
especially since in the past year they have 
only been doing remote video calls with 
people because traveling has been difficult.

Recently, Jacobs has been making videos to 
share online, answering questions and shar-
ing advice, because forgiveness and healing 
is something everyone needs during this 
pandemic, she said.

“A lot of times people think forgiveness 
means it’s OK, that what they did was OK, 
that you even have to let the person know,” 
Jacobs said. “Let me tell you, the people who 
are forgiven, they have no idea. they don’t 
know. It has nothing to do with them. That’s 
the part about forgiveness that I think people 
don’t understand.”

“It’s all about you and what you want for 
yourself, because they’ve succeeded in 
messing up your life up until then, but now 
it’s you. You are screwing up your own life. 
They’re not doing it, they probably don’t even 
remember you,” she said. “You are doing it, 
and you are doing it to yourself.”

“And that is something you can change. 
You can’t change what happened in your 
past ... you can’t control your outside cir-
cumstances, you can’t control what’s coming 
next, you can’t control the future, but right 
now, today, you can control what goes on 
inside of you,” she said. “You can decide you 
are going to have a nice day. And I don’t even 
care if you are on death row, you can decide 
you are going to have a nice day.”

“You can choose, and once you know that, 
you can do it,” Jacobs said. “It’s something 
you do for yourself so you can have love and 
joy and happiness again.”

This doesn’t mean that when bad things 
happen we do nothing, or that we don’t fight 
against injustice, preventing it from happen-
ing to other people ever again, she added. 
Jacobs herself is still an outspoken advocate 
against the death penalty, for instance, and 
with her foundation is helping exonerees, 
step by step, obtain services that other for-
mer prisoners are entitled to.

“But I don’t need to carry anger and hatred 
within me to do that,” she said.

And frankly, she added, the anger doesn’t 
go away. Every once in a while something 
will happen—such as her grandchildren 
being affected by the ripple effects of her 
wrongful conviction—and Jacobs gets angry. 
But then she does her yoga, her meditation, 
and prays, and only then does she take action 
to right a wrong.

“I will do something about the situation, 
but first I’m going to deal with this anger,” she 
said. “That’s what worried me about what’s 
happening today.”

“The anger and fear going around every 
single day ... I see a lot of people making de-
cisions like ‘That’s it, I’m just not going to 
put up with having this person in my life,’ or 
becoming so depressed or people becoming 
suicidal. I find that very troublesome be-
cause these decisions are being made out of 
anger and fear, and in my experience, those 
are usually not good decisions,” she said.

“We have whole societies now that need 
forgiveness.”

Exoneree Sunny Jacobs, who served on death row for several years, is pictured during an AFP 
interview in Oslo, on June 20, 2016.
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Even on death row, one can choose happiness. Sunny Jacobs has been there, and made that choice.

The Power of Forgiveness

Sunny Jacobs  with actors Michael McShane 
(L) and Danny Glover (R) during a photocall 
for “The Exonerated” on April 11, 2006, at 
Riverside Studios in London. “The Exonerated” 
was a series of true stories based on the real 
lives of people on death row. 
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Seeking 
Guidance 
on 
COVID-19 
Vaccines

DEAR JUNE 
On Family and Relationships

Dear June,
I have concerns about the COVID-19 
vaccines. I need trusted—truth and 
tradition—guidance.

My work wants to make it manda-
tory as fast as legally possible.

Concerned Hospital Worker

Dear Concerned Hospital Worker,
I think that understanding how 
some traditional ideas—moral 
principles and beliefs—apply to the 
issue of vaccine mandates will help 
us to bridge the gap between both 
sides of this very polarizing issue.

The following is my best attempt  
to present a line of thought that I 
hope will help to guide your quest  
for understanding

Ancient Understanding  
of Disease
For most of human history, a belief 
in divine forces guided the thoughts 
and actions of people and nations. 
However, this didn’t preclude the use 
of physical treatments for illnesses.

For example, in his treatise on 
epilepsy, Hippocrates, who is consid-
ered the father of modern medicine, 
argued against the idea that the 
disorder was somehow more sacred 
than other diseases, saying that “all 
are divine, and all human.” He enu-
merated some of the natural causes 
of epilepsy, including genetic predis-
position and seasonal triggers, but 
maintained that the cause of these 
was still divine:

“And the disease called the Sacred 
arises from causes as the others, 
namely, those things which enter 
and quit the body, such as cold, the 
sun, and the winds, which are ever 
changing and are never at rest. And 
these things are divine, so that there 
is no necessity for making a distinc-
tion, and holding this disease to be 
more divine than the others, but all 
are divine, and all human.”

In ancient China, it was simi-
larly held that divine order was the 
ultimate shaping force of nature, 
and that the forces of nature shaped 
human health. Traditional Chinese 
medicine recognized that seasonal 
weather patterns and a person’s 
constitution (genetic factors) were 

two of the factors that set the stage 
for illness or health.

The ancient Chinese thought  
that plagues were a prelude to 
change and that natural disasters 
came when morality in society had 
declined.

Biblical scripture holds that 
plagues, droughts, floods, and 
pestilence come from God partly as 
retribution for sins and partly as an 
opportunity to renew faith.

Modern medicine also recognizes 
that there are seasonal aspects to 
some diseases, such as the flu, and 
that climatic factors affect disease 
outbreaks—for example, that warm, 
wet weather increases mosquito-
borne illness.

According to an article in Scien-
tific American, scientists studying 
ancient Chinese records now also 
associate historical outbreaks of dis-
ease with specific climatic changes.

In practice, modern medicine no 
longer considers that there could 
be divine causes of illness, and it 
proceeds under the assumption 
that it’s the only thing holding 
tremendous suffering at bay. How-
ever, I think both the true scientist 
and a true person of faith share 
an immense reverence for truth, 
and would agree that our human 
understandings are limited and 
that we shouldn’t subvert scientific 
principles nor moral precepts in the 
interest of supporting any goal—no 
matter how noble it may seem.

Morality of Mandates
The case for vaccine mandates rests 
largely on a utilitarian argument: 
that the right course of action is that 
which serves the best interest of the 
greatest number of people.

If you look back in history, this is 
no surprise because the stage for our 
modern public health system was set 
by the English lawyer, philosopher, 
and social reformer Jeremy Ben-
tham, who is the founder of mod-
ern utilitarianism. Bentham took 
as a fundamental axiom that “it is 
the greatest happiness of the greatest 
number that is the measure of right 
and wrong.”

In contrast, the U.S. Constitution 
was founded on a very different 
moral premise: that of natural or 
unalienable rights.

These rights—which include the 
rights to life and liberty—aren’t 
supposed to be constrained by hu-
man laws because they derive from 
something higher and more 
fundamental: a belief in 
the sanctity of every 
human life, regard-
less of position in 
society.

If we agree to 
mandate vaccines 
with the hope of 
reducing the burden 
of illness in society, 
there will be a number 
of people who will suf-
fer long-term ill health 
or even lose their lives 
as a result of vaccina-
tion. This isn’t a hypo-
thetical situation; the 
United States currently 
has a federal court dedicated to 
reimbursing death and injury from 
vaccination. A utilitarian frame-
work will justify vaccine mandates 
if the number of those injured by 
vaccines is small. But speaking on 
principle, mandates wouldn’t be 
justified under the theory of natural 
rights, as these people would be 
denied their right to life because 
they didn’t have the liberty to reject 
vaccination.

Now, the moral situation is per-
haps a bit murkier when it comes to 
work- and school-related mandates 
because a person still has the right 
to choose to leave a job or pull a 
child from school. However, in this 
situation, we run into what could be 
considered the tyranny of the major-
ity, as defined by English philoso-
pher and classic liberal thinker John 
Stuart Mill. He was also a utilitarian 
but had a qualitatively different for-
mula for defining good than Ben-
tham, and considered tyranny by 
majority opinion worse than politi-
cal tyranny:

“Society can and does execute 

its own mandates: and if it issues 
wrong mandates instead of right, 
or any mandates at all in things 
with which it ought not to meddle, 
it practices a social tyranny more 
formidable than many kinds of 
political oppression, since, though 
not usually upheld by such extreme 
penalties, it leaves fewer means of 
escape, penetrating much more 
deeply into the details of life, and 
enslaving the soul itself. Protection, 
therefore, against the tyranny of 
the magistrate is not enough: there 
needs protection also against the 
tyranny of the prevailing opinion 
and feeling; against the tendency of 
society to impose, by other means 
than civil penalties, its own ideas 
and practices as rules of conduct on 
those who dissent from them.”

There is also the argument that 
vaccines, as a pillar of modern health 
care, are a human right. To this, I 
would say that the definition of a 
human right is very different from 
the definition of natural rights that 
America is founded upon.

The late British philosopher Sir 
Roger Scruton describes this differ-
ence thusly:

“Originally, in Locke and also in 
Kant, human rights are fundamen-
tally negative things—the right not to 
be interfered with, not to have your 
life taken away, not to have your free-
dom taken away, not to your property 
taken away, and so on.”

The axiom of this definition 
is that if a person has a 

right, then others—so-
ciety at large—have 

the duty to respect it. 
However, he notes 
that after World War 
II, all sorts of new 
rights were postu-

lated, including the 
right to have a job and 

the right to health care.
This new definition of 

rights necessarily moves 
government toward a 
more socialist concept 
because the state bears 
responsibility for fulfill-
ing claims to them, Scru-

ton said. And it’s the right and wrong 
of this new genre of rights that’s 
currently at the heart of political and 
moral debates.

Doing Your Own Research
I hope the above discussion has 
given you food for thought. In focus-
ing on the morality of mandates, the 
argument I have made above pre-
supposes that the science on vacci-
nation shows solidly that the benefits 
well outweigh the harms. This idea 
is widely held to be true and, at the 
same time, it isn’t socially acceptable 
to probe it in a meaningful way.

After a good deal of research, it’s 
my opinion that the science isn’t 
as conclusive as we have been led 
to believe. However, I don’t think 
you should just take my word for it. 
Instead, I would suggest, if you care 
about this topic, that you do your 
own research.

My suggestions for research 
include the following: Check all 
studies cited by media and look at 
the studies cited on the CDC web-

site. Check out The Highwire, an 
online program dedicated to vaccine 
news and concerns. Actively com-
pare viewpoints; watch the movie 
“Vaxxed,” take notes, and fact-check. 
Look at Vaxxter, the website of Dr. 
Sherri Tenpenny, and books and 
videos by Dr. Suzanne Humphries. 
Understand their viewpoints, and 
check their citations and PubMed 
for more context. If you are looking 
for a place to start, I recommend the 
deposition of Dr. Stanley Plotkin, 
which you can find in full (all nine 
hours) on YouTube or broken down 
by topic on various websites. Since 
he is speaking under oath, and being 
questioned by a lawyer knowledge-
able and skeptical about the science 
of vaccines, it’s one of the closest 
things I’ve found to a debate between 
both sides.

When you talk to your employer, I 
would point out the ways in which 
the benefits of having you vaccinated, 
from their perspective, compare to 
the risks of the unknowns you face.

For example, your workplace will 
still have to follow the same precau-
tions whether you are vaccinated or 
not. First, it isn’t known whether vac-
cinated persons can still spread the 
virus; second, we don’t yet have herd 
immunity; and third, it isn’t known 
how long your vaccine immunity 
will last. Reinfection with COVID-19 
has been reported, according to the 
CDC. Vaccines generally don’t con-
fer stronger immunity than natural 
immunity. Coronaviruses also tend 
to have high mutation rates; some 
mutations appear to be causing 
reinfection and might also evade 
vaccine protection, and we might re-
quire different or updated vaccines 
at a later time.

The risks to you include a lot of 
unknowns: Both the Moderna and 
Pfizer vaccines (the only ones avail-
able in the United States at the time 
of writing) employ new vaccine 
technology and only have emergency 
licensure at this point, so there is no 
long-term safety data.

Sincerely,
June

Do you have a family or relationship 
question for our advice columnist, 
Dear June? Send it to DearJune@
EpochTimes.com or Attn: Dear June, 
The Epoch Times, 229 W. 28th St., 
Floor 7, New York, NY 10001.

June Kellum is a married mother  
of two and longtime Epoch Times 
journalist covering family, relationships, 
and health topics.

PUBLIC DOMAIN

A panel of four paintings by Ferdinand Georg Waldmüller depicting Hygieia, Hippocrates, 
Fauna, and Galen, 1826.

The case for vaccine 
mandates rests largely 
on a utilitarian 
argument: that the right 
course of action is that 
which serves the best 
interest of the greatest 
number of people.

The ancient Chinese 
thought that plagues 
were a prelude to 
change and that 
natural disasters came 
when morality in 
society had declined.

The case for vaccine 
mandates rests on a 
utilitarian argument.
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V
isitors to London’s Victoria and 
Albert Museum will soon be 
able to see seven of Raphael’s 
sublime cartoons, depicting the 
life of St. Paul and St. Peter, the 

fathers of the Roman Catholic Church, in the 
museum’s newly refurbished Raphael Court.

The refurbished gallery was due to open 
last year, to mark the 500th anniversary of 
Raphael’s death. Although still closed due 
to the pandemic, the museum has released 
some new digital content so that the car-
toons, full-size preparatory drawings, can 
be enjoyed before the museum’s reopening, 
which is yet to be announced.

The seven cartoons are all that remains of 
the 10 “Acts of the Apostles” pictures that, in 
1513, Pope Leo X commissioned Raphael to 
design for a series of Sistine Chapel tapes-
tries. These tapestries were intended to be 
hung in the chapel on feast days.

Raphael and his studio painted the 10 full-
scale cartoons, around 16.4 feet by 11.5 feet, 
in thick gouache (or “body color,” that is, 
opaque watercolor) on sheets of overlap-
ping pieces of paper that had been pasted 
together. Experts believe that Raphael him-
self painted many of these cartoons, which 
was unusual.

Raphael’s 
Divine 

‘Acts of the 
Apostles’ 
Drawings

LARGER THAN LIFE: ART THAT 
INSPIRES US THROUGH THE AGES

“The Miraculous Draught of Fishes (Luke 5: 1–11),” 1515–16, by Raphael. Body color on paper, laid onto canvas. 

ALL IMAGES COURTESY OF VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM, LONDON/COURTESY ROYAL COLLECTION TRUST/HER MAJESTY QUEEN ELIZABETH II 2020

Renowned weaver Pieter van Aelst and his 
workshop in Brussels used the cartoons to 
create the Sistine tapestries. Each cartoon 
was cut into strips about a yard wide to make 
transferring the designs easier. Subsequent 
sets of tapestries were made from the car-
toons in Flanders.

Seven of Raphael’s cartoons came to Eng-

land—all still in strips—when the Prince of 
Wales, who was the future King Charles I, 
purchased them. The cartoons continued to 
be used by weavers at the esteemed Mortlake 
Factory in southwest London, established by 
Charles’s predecessor, James I.

Only at the end of the 17th century, on the 
orders of King William III, were the car-

toon strips pasted together onto canvases 
as complete designs. They were then hung 
in a gallery at Hampton Court Palace, where 
they could be enjoyed in their entirety.

To find out more about Raphael’s cartoons 
and the Victoria and Albert Museum’s Ra-
phael Court refurbishment visit VAM.ac.uk 

(Left) “Christ’s Charge to Peter (Matthew 16: 18–19 and John 21: 15–17),” 1515–16, by Raphael. Body color on paper, laid onto canvas.  (Right) “The Healing of the Lame Man (Acts 3: 1–8),” 
1515–16, by Raphael. Body color on paper, laid onto canvas.

(Left) “The Sacrifice at Lystra (Acts 14: 8–18),” 1515–16, by Raphael. Body color on paper, laid onto canvas.  (Right) “Paul Preaching at Athens (Acts 17: 16–34),” 1515–16, 
by Raphael. Body color on paper, laid onto canvas.

“The Conver- 
sion of the 

Proconsul,” or  
“The Blinding 

of Elymas  
(Acts 13: 

6–12),” 
1515–16, 

by Raphael. 
Body color 

on paper, laid 
onto canvas.

“The Death  
of Ananias  

(Acts 5: 1–5),”  
1515–16,  

by Raphael. 
Body color 

on paper, laid 
onto canvas. 
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There’s More 
Than One Way 
to Burn a Book
JEFF MINICK

“There is more than one way to burn a 
book,” Ray Bradbury once said. “And the 
world is full of people running about with lit 
matches.” Bradbury wrote the novel “Fahr-
enheit 451” about a world that systematically 
burned books.

In late December, I resolved to try to read 
more books than those I review for Western 
North Carolina’s Smoky Mountain News. I 
settled on a book a month, six old and six 
new, though I may change that proportion 
in favor of older books. I’ve just finished Sir 
Walter Scott’s “Ivanhoe,” which I found dif-
ficult at first but soon came to enjoy. In those 
pages I was surprised to discover themes 
about harsh government, ambition, and cul-
tural destruction pertinent to our own time.

Next up is Fyodor Dostoevsky’s novel 
about anarchists and radicals, “The Dev-
ils,” also known as “The Demons” or “The 
Possessed,” depending on the translator. My 
own translation is that of Constance Gar-
nett, who long ago brought so many Russian 
authors, including Tolstoy, into the English-
speaking world.

Wanting to compare her translation to 
more modern ones, I set off for the pub-
lic library, donned the required mask, 
and looked on the fiction shelves for good  
old Dos.

Nothing. Nada. No “The Brothers Karam-
azov.” No “Crime and Punishment.” No 
“Notes From the Underground.” And 
definitely no “The  Devils.” Looking at 
the library’s catalog, I found “The Broth-
ers Karamazov”  and “The Idiot”  were 
checked out, and a couple of the Russian’s 

other books were available on eAudiobook  
and CDs.

The day before this disappointing excur-
sion, I received the following email sparked 
by another article I’d written about books. 
Here is part of what my correspondent had 
to say:

“I was a public school librarian for 26 
years. I blame myself and the American 
Library Association for throwing away the 
old books. We were taught in library school 
that it was bad to have a collection older than 
x years (depended on [the] subject). So we 
threw out the old books and replaced them 
[with] teen angst, near porn, cataclysmic 
nuclear war and now drag queens reading 
LGBTQQRSTUV literature at story time. I 
apologize to you and all bibliophiles. We 
didn’t burn them, we just threw them away 
because ‘the standards’ told us to.”

Though I know the meaning of only the 
first four letters of that 11-letter alphabet 
soup, I want to reassure this woman that 
I understand why librarians must remove 
some older books from the shelves. It’s just 
a question of space. As for what books the 
literary world is pushing at teenagers these 
days, that reading list might explain their 
high rate of depression and the feeling 
among some young people that the world 

is coming to an end.
But my understanding of discards ends 

when I’m looking at the “D” shelf in the li-
brary and see no books by one of the world’s 
most-celebrated writers. Someone has 
checked out the two novels owned by the 
library, which is good news for our culture, 
but shouldn’t this bastion of civilization 
have all of Dostoevsky’s novels and stories 
in its print collection?

While this absence may simply be negli-
gence on the part of my librarians, others 
take a less benign stance on disappearing 
certain books. In our world of cancel cul-
ture, we see lots of people running around 
with lit matches and cans of kerosene, ready 
to set afire, metaphorically, any book that of-
fends them. Books from “Huckleberry Finn” 
and “Sounder” to “Irreversible Damage: The 
Transgender Craze Seducing Our Daugh-
ters” are condemned for their failure to con-
form to contemporary prejudices, removed 
from school reading lists, and in some cases, 
physically burned.

As one Massachusetts teacher recent-
ly tweeted, “Very proud to say we got the 
Odyssey removed from the curriculum this 
year!”

Why this disdain for one of the world’s 
greatest classics? Is the reading too diffi-
cult for today’s students? Is it irrelevant? Did 
the teacher object to Homer’s portrayals of 
manhood, honor, and warriors? Does the 
faithful Penelope grate on today’s feminist 
sensibilities?

This teacher and others like her are rob-
bing our children of their heritage. We may 
laugh or grouse about the ignorance of so 
many of our younger citizens, who can’t 
identify Jane Austen, our enemies in the 
Second World War, or the Bill of Rights, but 
the fault lies much less with them and more 
with those who taught them.

Of all the methods of conveying our civi-
lization—painting, sculpture, music, and 
architecture—surely the written word must 
rank as the engine in this train of culture. 
Books were the transmitters of tradition 
and thought, and they remain so today. 
Whatever our political persuasion—liberal 
Democrats, conservative Republicans, lib-
ertarians—most of us recognize the literary 
achievements of the West, and the need to 
honor them and keep them alive for future 
generations.

The nursery rhymes of Mother Goose, 
the great fairy tales and poetry, the plays of 
Shakespeare, novels and short stories, his-
tories, and biographies, books of philosophy 
and religion, political tracts like our Decla-
ration of Independence and our Constitu-
tion: these are the heart of our civilization, 
and only we can keep that heart beating 
and healthy.

I’ll start by having a kind word with my 
friends, the librarians.

Jeff Minick has four children and a growing 
platoon of grandchildren. For 20 years, he 
taught history, literature, and Latin to semi-
nars of homeschooling students in Ashe-
ville, N.C. He is the author of two novels—
“Amanda Bell” and “Dust on Their Wings,” 
and two works of non-fiction, “Learning as I 
Go” and “Movies Make the Man.” Today, he 
lives and writes in Front Royal, Va. See  
JeffMinick.com to follow his blog.

This article was originally published on 
Intellectual Takeout.

Former 
‘Mighty 
Ducks’ Child 
Actor Beats 
Addiction
LOUISE BEVAN

Once-child actor Shaun Weiss, now in his 
40s, is celebrating one year of soberness 
after hitting rock bottom from a meth ad-
diction that landed him in prison. Weiss 
is now unrecognizable next to his gaunt 
photos from early 2020.

His transformation was catalyzed in 
part by close friend and fellow actor Drew  
Gallagher.

On Jan. 27, Gallagher posted a photo of 
himself and Weiss together, sitting outside 
a TGI Fridays in Los Angeles on Instagram. 
He captioned: “Happy 1-year-sober for @
shaunweiss. What a journey and what a 
recovery!!!”

In the photo, Weiss is shown with his arm 
around Gallagher’s shoulder and grinning.

Just four months prior, Gallagher shared 
Weiss’s before-and-after photos on Face-
book, praising his friend for achieving so-
briety. “Last Christmas I picked up Shaun 

and for the first time in his life, he looked 
in the mirror and couldn’t recognize him-
self,” wrote Gallagher.

Weiss had no teeth, his diabetes was “out 
of control,” he had a chronic hunch, and 
he couldn’t sleep without being beaten up. 
He weighed a mere 84 pounds.

“There’s not a blameless Shaun Weiss 
here,” Gallagher, who met Weiss while 
shooting a TV pilot, told People. “But if 
you were to spend any time with him, you 
would have a drastically more compas-
sionate understanding ... he’s mentally 
ill. He’s just sick, and everybody gives up  
on him.”

“He’s like a brother to me,” Gallagher 
added. “I won’t abandon him.”

New Jersey native Weiss, 42, shot to fame 
as Greg Goldberg in “The Mighty Ducks” 
movies in the 1990s. His health spiraled 
out of control, however, when drug addic-
tion became a problem in his adult years.

Then, a series of arrests in California 

eventually led the actor to admit he had 
hit “below rock bottom.”

In 2017, Weiss served 12 days in jail for 
petty theft. After his release, he was ar-
rested five days later for possessing meth, 
for which he served 90 more days.

Returning to jail in August 2018 for public 
intoxication prompted Weiss to check into 
rehab. Yet, recovery remained out of reach 
until March 2020, following a January 2020 
arrest for breaking and entering while un-
der the influence of meth.

Then, Weiss checked into rehab again, 
moving into a sober living facility at the 
onset of the pandemic.

To aid his friend in his recovery journey, 
Gallagher started a GoFundMe campaign 
and raised more than $16,000.

Speaking to The Epoch Times online, 
Gallagher explained that he has been fund-
raising to get Weiss the treatments he needs 
from the beginning of his rehabilitation. 
“I’m doing all I can to raise more to help 

get him a car, and get into his new apart-
ment,” he said.

Weiss had extensive dental surgery last 
August to replace his rotten teeth with 
brand-new veneers, after which photos 
of the transformed actor started making 
headlines.

“His face and mouth feel like tender-
ized meat as he recovers from each oral 
surgery,” said Gallagher, “but he is feeling 
blessed to be getting a new set of perma-
nent teeth.”

Dental surgeon Dr. Gabe Rosenthal 
waived the bill for the costly procedure, 
said Gallagher, allowing the funds to be 
spent on sober-living accommodation and 
groceries.

“Shaun is thriving!” Gallagher an-
nounced on Facebook, adding that since 
getting sober, Weiss is even weaning off 
insulin. “He’s not only sober and clear-
headed, but he is also giving back and is 
focused on helping others.”

Why this 
disdain 
for one of 
the world’s 
greatest 
classics? Is 
the reading 
too difficult 
for today’s 
students? Is it 
irrelevant? 

Actor Drew Gallagher (L, in photo above) reached out to help his friend Shaun Weiss, who was suffering from a drug addiction. Weiss recently 
celebrated a year of sobriety.

“Ulysses and the Sirens” by John William Waterhouse, 1891. 

“Portrait of Fedor Dostoyevsky” by Vasily 
Perov, 1872. 
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The Violet
by Jane Taylorby Jane Taylor

Down in a green and shady bed
  A modest violet grew;
Its stalk was bent, it hung its head,
  As if to hide from view.
And yet it was a lovely flower,
  Its colors bright and fair!
It might have graced a rosy bower,
  Instead of hiding there.
Yet there it was content to bloom,
  In modest tints arrayed;
And there di� used its sweet perfume,
  Within the silent shade.
Then let me to the valley go,
  This pretty flower to see,
That I may also learn to grow
  In sweet humility.
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O
n Feb. 18, 1930, astronomer 
Clyde W. Tombaugh 
discovered a tiny, distant 
planet using new astronomic 

techniques. It was later 
con� rmed by other astronomers 
and � nally announced in March 
that a ninth planet named Pluto 
had been discovered.

� e name Pluto, evoking the 
Greek god of the underworld, 
was chosen due to its surface 
temperature of -360 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 

In 2006, the International 
Astronomical Union 
announced that Pluto would 
no longer be considered 
a planet, arguing that its 
orbit wasn’t characteristic of 
what de� nes a planet. Some 
scientists disagree with this 
and think Pluto should be 
considered a planet.

The astronomer 
Clyde W. Tombaugh 
with his homemade 

9-inch telescope, 
circa 1930.

Adorable owlets 
peeking from 

their nest.

PLANETARY 
DISCOVERY

ARGUS/SHUTTERSTOCK

PLATO, ANCIENT GREEK PHILOSOPHER

Music is a moral law. It 
gives soul to the universe, 
wings to the mind, � ight 
to the imagination, and 
charm and gaiety to life 

and to everything.

IT WAS FULL OF FANS.
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WHY WAS IT 
SO WINDY INSIDE THE

STADIUM?

By Aidan Danza, age 14

SNOWY OWL
Not much lives in the harsh tundra environment in the Far North, 
but what does is perfectly suited for the cold. This is where you’ll 
find the snowy owl.

Snowy owls are white, for camouflage on the white snow which 
usually covers their tundra habitat. They eat lemmings, a small 

rodent, almost exclusively. The population of the snowy owl 
depends heavily on that of the lemming; whenever 

the lemming population booms, the owls eat 
more of them and lay more eggs. When 
these young owls grow up and start 
eating lots of lemmings, the population 
falls again, causing the owl population 
to fall. A fall in the lemming population 

in the winter will also drive snowy 
owls south. Sometimes an odd snowy 

owl will show up in the lower 48. They 
always stay near flat, open spaces such 

as airports and beaches, and are active in 
the day, making them easy to see.

DESERT OWL
On the other side of the coin, there are a few species of owls that live 
in the desert, such as the elf owl and the burrowing owl.

Burrowing owls make their home in burrows—usually abandoned, 
although those owls living in Florida and the Caribbean will make 
their own burrows. They prefer an open habitat, preferably on a 
hill to combat flooding, and without too much vegetation around 
the burrow, so potential prey has nowhere to hide. 

However, it’s preferable to have short vegetation and 
some other burrows around, so that the owlets 

can hide in case of large predators.
Elf owls prefer to live in old woodpecker 

holes, preferably in the saguaro cactus. 
Unlike other owls’ silent flight, elf owls fly 

noisily. Flight noise probably doesn’t 
matter for the elf owl, as it catches 

insect prey.

aMazing Escape Maze 
 

 

START 

USE THE FOUR NUMBERS IN THE CORNERS, AND THE OPERANDS 
(+, - AND X) to build an equation to get the solution in the middle. There may be 
more than one “unique” solution but, there may also be “equivalent” solutions. 
For example: 6 + (7 X 3) +1 = 28 and 1+ (7 X 3) + 6 = 28

Medium puzzle 1

10

12

16

19
84

+ − × ÷

(16 + 10 − 19) × 12

Solution for Medium 1

Easy puzzle 1

6

10

10

10
40

+ − × ÷

Hard puzzle 1

3

27

28

32

+ − × ÷

10 × 6 − 10 − 10
10 × 10 − 10 × 6

Solution For Easy 1 

27 − (32 − 28) × 3

Solution for Hard 1

15

1 Visit Madame Tussauds (3,6)

3 Collegiate sport (9)

5 Olympic event (12)

8 Entertainment requiring 
a hand or two (6,4)

9 Backyard putterer’s skill (9)

10 School house? (8)

11 Menagerie (3)

AMAZING
ESCAPES!

2  Crew activity on the water (6)

4 Running, Jumping, discus, etc. (5)

5 Beach activity (8)

6 Winter Olympics event (6)

7 “Field of Dreams” sport (8)

10 Six Flags, e.g. (9,4)

12 Rink activity (7)

13 Where clowns protect cowboys (5)

14 Rod and reel fun (7)

15 Tumbling (10)

 3 Collegiate sport (9) 

 5 Olympic event (12) 

 8 Entertainment requiring a hand or two (6,4) 

 9 Backyard putterer's skill (9) 

 10 School house? (8) 

 11 Menagerie (3) 
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What Do You Do for Entertainment? 
 

 

 
 
 
Across 
 2 Crew activity on the water (6) 

 4 Running, Jumping, discus, etc. (5) 

 5 Beach activity (8) 

 6 Winter Olympics event (6) 

 7 "Field of Dreams" sport (8) 

 10 Six Flags, e.g. (9,4) 

 12 Rink activity (7) 

 13 Where clowns protect cowboys (5) 

 14 Rod and reel fun (7) 

 15 Tumbling (10) 
 

Down 
 1 Visit Madame Tussauds (3,6) 

1 2 3

4

5 6

7 8 9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Across

Down

OWLS  (PART III)
ALL PHOTOS BY SHUTTERSTOCK

Snowy owls are white, for camouflage on the white snow which Snowy owls are white, for camouflage on the white snow which 
usually covers their tundra habitat. They eat lemmings, a small usually covers their tundra habitat. They eat lemmings, a small 

rodent, almost exclusively. The population of the snowy owl rodent, almost exclusively. The population of the snowy owl 
depends heavily on that of the lemming; whenever 

the lemming population booms, the owls eat 
more of them and lay more eggs. When 
these young owls grow up and start 
eating lots of lemmings, the population 
falls again, causing the owl population 
to fall. A fall in the lemming population 

in the winter will also drive snowy 
owls south. Sometimes an odd snowy 

owl will show up in the lower 48. They 
always stay near flat, open spaces such 

as airports and beaches, and are active in 
the day, making them easy to see.

Burrowing owls make their home in burrows—usually abandoned, 
although those owls living in Florida and the Caribbean will make 
their own burrows. They prefer an open habitat, preferably on a 
hill to combat flooding, and without too much vegetation around 
the burrow, so potential prey has nowhere to hide. 

However, it’s preferable to have short vegetation and 
some other burrows around, so that the owlets 

can hide in case of large predators.
Elf owls prefer to live in old woodpecker 

holes, preferably in the saguaro cactus. 
Unlike other owls’ silent flight, elf owls fly 

noisily. Flight noise probably doesn’t 
matter for the elf owl, as it catches 

insect prey.

            rom the 
freezing cold 
arctic, to the 
deserts of the 
Southwest and 
beyond, owls live 
in a wide range 
of habitats all 
across the 
world.
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Original artworks, canvas wraps, 
art posters, and framed prints of 

Award-winninvg oil paintings
now available for purchase at

InspiredOriginal.Org

Unmoved

Oil on canvas
Size: 29 1/2 x 39 1/2 in

REJECT
THE CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY

TRUTH and TRADITION 

The Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) coverup of the novel 
coronavirus led to a pandemic that now threatens the lives of 

people around the globe. Call out the deception and take a stand 
against the ideology that has hurt and killed so many.

Let’s reject communism. Let’s condemn the CCP.

RejectCCP.com
SIGN THE PETITION TODAY
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